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What the Best CEO's Know: 7 Exceptional Leaders and Their Lessons for Transforming Any BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2003
This text goes beyond theory and guesswork to look at  how seven contemporary business icons carved their own paths to the pinnacles of  corporate achievement, as well as explains how to apply these traits and  strategies to your own career.
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Losing It! Behaviors and Mindsets that Ruin Careers: Lessons on Protecting Yourself from Avoidable MistakesFT Press, 2012

	Why do otherwise brilliant and successful leaders fail – and often do so dramatically? How can you prevent your own career “train wreck” by learning from their experiences? This book distills the core causes of executive failure, demonstrates how to identify them in your own behavior – and helps you to eliminate...
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Combat Medicine: Basic and Clinical Research in Military, Trauma, and Emergency MedicineHumana Press, 2003

	Trauma and exposure to toxic and infectious agents invariably lead to organ damage followed by significant morbidity and mortality. Although these conditions have typically been associated with the battlefield, today they are more prevalent in urban areas. The events of September 11,2001 have brought this problem to the forefront of national...
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A Tale of Two Systems: Lean and Agile Software Development for Business LeadersProductivity Press, 2009
This business parable reviews two different systems development projects. One project was an abject, expensive failure, while the other succeeded in creating a major new revenue stream, bringing in new customers. By reviewing the tales of these two systems, readers will develop a better understanding of what works and what doesn't when it comes...
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Sucessful Packaged Software ImplementationCRC Press, 2005
Whether it is called shrink-wrapped software or given an acronym like
COTS (commercial off the shelf), there is no doubt that the use of packaged
software is an important part of most information technology (IT) departments’
application development strategy. Companies have embraced the
concept of vendor-supplied software,...
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Web Server ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
When the web transitioned from a publishing to an interactive e-commerce medium, standardised web-browsers entered widespread use and developers were able to rely on a relatively stable client component. Since then, server-side developments have blossomed and resulted in considerable ease of programming, efficiency and increasing sophistication of...
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Microsoft Excel 2010 for Medical Professionals (Illustrated)Course Technology PTR, 2011

	Designed for students in medical office administration and allied health programs, MICROSOFT EXCEL 2010 FOR MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS teaches introductory Microsoft Excel 2010 skills. This book includes real world examples and projects within a case study related to the medical industry, providing you with the Excel skills necessary to...
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Coding Interviews: Questions, Analysis & SolutionsApress, 2012

	This book is about coding interview question of software and Internet companies. It covers five key factors which determine performance of candidates: (1) the basics of programming languages, data structures and algorithms, (2) approaches to writing code with high quality, (3) tips to solve difficult problems, (4) methods to optimize code,...
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Everyday Project ManagementBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2019

	“Everyday Project Management is a practical guide for anyone new or needing to learn more about project management. Unlike many other books, it does not rely on arcane concepts and terms, and simply tells it like it is.”

	—Todd C. Williams, President of eCameron, Inc., and author of Filling...
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Enhanced Occupational Outlook HandbookJIST Works, 2004
This book presents reliable and useful information about occupations in a way not available in the past. Its concept is simple: It allows you to identify major jobs of interest and then read details about those jobs and the many more-specialized jobs related to them.

This edition of the Enhanced...
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Beginning PL/SQL: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
This is a book about writing stored procedures for an Oracle database. A stored procedure in this context is a generic term for a program written in the Procedure Language extension for SQL (PL/SQL) that is stored inside the database when it is compiled. This means that you can then execute the program from inside the database. Why would you want...
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Land the Tech Job You Love (Pragmatic Life)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
As a techie, you're a special breed, with special challenges facing you in the job search. Your competition is smart, tech-savvy, and highly resourceful. Expectations among employers are higher. Your competition will run you over if you're not up to the challenge. Land the Tech Job You Love gives you the background, the skills, and the...
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